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The Continuation War was a conflict fought by Finland and Nazi Germany, as co-belligerents, against the
Soviet Union (USSR) from 1941 to 1944, during World War II.
Continuation War - Wikipedia
Bornholm (Danish: [bÉ’Ë•nËˆhÊŒlË€m]; Old Norse: Burgundaholmr) is a Danish island in the Baltic Sea, to
the east of the rest of Denmark, south of Sweden, northeast of Germany and north of the westernmost part of
Poland.
Bornholm - Wikipedia
Most reputed scholars and historians estimate that the number of people Stalin killed ranges from between
20 and 60 million.
How Many People Did Joseph Stalin Kill? - ibtimes.com
There is ample evidence that world Zionism collaborated with the National Socialist government during the
Second World War, in order to: (1) protect certain elitist Jews and their various interests; (2) pressure most of
the Jews of Europe to leave; (3) thus, accomplishing the establishment of the state of Israel.
Wartime Collaboration Between Zionists - rense.com
Only a year before, on August 22, 1939, Adolf Hitler had given a speech to his military commanders at his
Bavarian home The Berghof, calling for the annihilation of Poland and its Jews.
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